
Reflection on Mark 11 – 12:44 - Kingdom, Power and Glory. 
 

Greetings, I hope you are all keeping well.  

This week, continuing with Bible Month I am reflecting on Mark chapter 11 through to chapter 
12:44. While reading through these passages of scripture and the stories contained in them I 
began to think of the last few lines of the Lord’s Prayer, For the kingdom, the power, and the 
glory are yours now and for ever.” As I read these two chapters I see challenges to what are 
considered conventional expressions of power and glory along with the revelation of the 
Kingdom of God contrasted against human concepts of kingdom and dominion.  

The start of Mark 11 is Jesus’ triumphal entry - He enters Jerusalem to great fanfare with 
waving and cheering. This could easily be seen as a challenge to the authority of Rome. This 
is certainly what people were hoping for - a great leader to drive out the Romans. That would 
certainly explain the cheer in verse 10, “Blessed is the coming Kingdom of our ancestor David!” 
However, Jesus isn’t interested in a worldly kingdom. He has not entered on a kingly steed or 
in the fine robes of a ruler but on a colt of a donkey. He has not come in might but humility 
and humbleness.   

Following straight on from His entry Jesus heads to the temple, looks around and then leaves.  
Then there is the story of the fig tree. Following this Jesus clears the temple. The story of Jesus 
cursing the fig tree that bears no fruit is an illustration of the state of the religious system and 
leaders. The religious leaders are no longer pointing people towards God or meeting the 
spiritual needs of the people. As demonstrated by the markets and money changers in the 
temple their interest is in wealth and status. The withered fig tree in Mark 11:20 shows that 
the religious system will also wither and die. It also shows that as the religious leaders are no 
longer pointing people towards God, those that follow these leaders are not following a path 
of life but of death. However, this dying system is replaced with faith in Jesus through His 
death and resurrection on the cross and through Him we have life and a relationship with God 
in His Kingdom. 

As we move into chapter 12 we have the passages of the parables of the Evil Farmers, Paying 
Taxes to Caesar and the question of the greatest commandment. The chapter ends with the 
widow in the temple. As is revealed in the passage, the evil farmers represent the religious 
leaders who had been left to run the farm but when harvest came, in order to keep the wealth 
for themselves they killed all the representatives that the farmer sent including his son. It is 
told to show that the religious leaders had been given responsibility of looking after the 
spiritual wellbeing of God’s people but had abused that role for the love of power and status.   

This is then followed by a question designed to either incriminate Jesus or to make Him lose 
favour with the crowds. Jesus responds to this with, “Give to Caesar what belongs to Caesar 
and give to God what belongs to God.” What this shows again is that Jesus is not interested 
in any kind of political upheaval, instead He is concerned with the Kingdom of God. It is 
interesting that Jesus doesn’t elaborate on this statement. However, the next few passages I 
feel do this for Him. The discussion on resurrection that follows is telling and as Jesus states 
it shows that the leaders don’t know scripture or the power of God, as Jesus puts it in 12:24. 
Essentially they are expecting things in heaven or after the resurrection to carry on as they 
currently are which is not right. In the last few sections a scribe asks which is the greatest 



commandment. Jesus answers this by combining the Shema in Deuteronomy 6:3-9 with 
Leviticus 19:18. Simply put this is: love God and love others. The scribe’s response is also 
telling when he says that this is more important than offering all the burnt offerings and 
sacrifices under the law. Jesus affirms this by saying to him, “You are not far from the Kingdom 
of God.”   The chapter ends with Jesus rebuking the religious leaders again for making a show 
of giving large donations, and extolling the faith of the widow who gave all she had to live on. 
The religious leaders want to be seen and lauded. What they are giving is for human eyes and 
is not done as an act of worship or devotion to God, whereas the widow’s giving everything 
displays her faith and devotion to God.  

Questions to reflect on, 

(please don’t feel like you need to reflect on all of them just do what you feel you can.) 

 

• What else does this passage say to you about Jesus’ style of leadership? 

• What do you normally look for in a leader? Does this passage challenge that? 

• Who would take the place of the religious leaders today?  

• What in the Church or wider society do you think needs to die and be replaced with 
something new? 

• What does this section of scripture say to you about the values of the Kingdom of 
God? 

• What do you think Jesus means when he says “give to God what belongs to God?” 

• What do you think these passages have to say about power and glory? 

• How does the widow’s giving all she has make you feel? Was it right for her to give all 
she has or was she being exploited by the religious system and leaders?  

• How should we as Christians and as a Church respond to people living in poverty? 

God bless 

Chris Coleman 

 


